Dear Mr MacAskill

MARINE (SCOTLAND) ACT 2010 & MARINE AND COASTAL ACCESS ACT 2009, PART 4 MARINE LICENSING

Section 36 consent: Condition 2 ‘Commencement of Development’
Marine Licence, Licence Number 05914/18/0: Condition 3.2.2.1, ‘Commencement of the Works’.

Thank you for your correspondence dated 17th April 2018 requesting that Marine Scotland Licensing Operations Team (“MS-LOT”) give their written confirmation that the requirements of Condition 2 of the Section 36 consent (“s.36”) ‘Commencement of the Development’ and Condition 3.2.2.1 of the Marine Licence (licence number: 05914/18/0), ‘Commencement of the Works’, have been fully satisfied.

In your correspondence, you provided the necessary one month’s notice prior to the intended Commencement date of the Development/Works and thus you have fulfilled all of the requirements of Condition 2 of the s.36 and Condition 3.2.2.1 of the Marine Licence by notifying MS-LOT ‘prior to and no less than one month before the intended Commencement of the Development/Works’ for the Kincardine Offshore Windfarm, Marine Licence (Licence Number: 05914/18/0) in relation to tranche 1 of the Development.

Please note, Kincardine Offshore Floating Windfarm (“KOWL”) must ensure that all required conditions are discharged or receive multi-stage regulatory approval/consent prior to the Commencement of the Works.
The Company must notify the Scottish Ministers no less than one (1) calendar month prior to the Commencement of the Development/Works relative to any future tranches of the entire Development. This must be submitted to the Scottish Ministers for their written approval. In respect of such approval, if granted, and if appropriate a further Discharge letter will be issued for future tranches.

MS-LOT, can confirm, on behalf of the Scottish Ministers, that all of the requirements of Condition 3.2.2.1 of the Kincardine Offshore Floating Windfarm Marine Licence (Licence Number: 05914/18/0) and Condition 2 of the Section 36 consent are now discharged in so far as they relate to Tranche 1 of the Development.

Yours sincerely,

Nicola Bain
Marine Scotland Licensing Operations Team